Meet Finnish Companies and
FinnCham Beijing in WWSE 2022
China and Finland have enjoyed vivid cooperation in the field of wintersports during
recent years. Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics highlighted also the collaboration
between the two countries. Several Sino-Finnish cooperation projects were visible
during the games and contributed to the successful completion of Beijing 2022.
In the post-Olympic era Chinese wintersport market continues to grow and develop
further. Perhaps the most significant annual event in the industry is World Winter
Sports (Beijing) Expo 2022 taking place in Beijing Shougang Park between 1st-5th of
September.
As a leading country in wintersports, Finland and several Finnish companies will be
present at Expo. This year we all come to together at FinnCham Beijing –pavillion:
•
•
•

Booth name: FINNCHAM BJ
Location: Hall 7
Boot Number: S07T030

We warmly welcome you to visit the pavillion during the Expo, to say hello to old
friends and learn more about the winning Finnish solutions from the companies. List
of Companies and introductions can be found on the next pages.
Sincerely,
Juha Tuominen
Chairman
FinnCham Beijing
Wechat ID: hypernator
FinnCham Beijing (

北京芬兰商会)

www.finnchambj.org

Lahti Sports Hub combines sport, business and technological innovations. Lahti
region is one of Northern Europe's leading sports business hubs. Lahti Sports Hub
serves as a gateway and innovation forum between the European and Asian
markets.
www.lahtisportshub.fi
We are committed to the design, development, and production of various types of
active oxygen equipment through high-tech patented technology; with the scope
of total disinfection, sanitation, and purification. Elozo Clean tech solutions are
effectively eliminating odours and harmful particles generated by various
pollutant sources, as well as surfaces; significantly reducing and/or eliminating
incidental microorganisms, viruses, fungi and parasites.
In Sports, throughout the last decade we have been expanding to support sport
organisations and athletes.
In an official capacity we have been a partner and sponsor of the Shanghai Tennis
Masters, the Longines Equestrian Tour, Jokerit Ice Hockey Team, Shanghai Sharks
Basketball Club. Our most recent event was to support our Finnish athletes at the
2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. Elozo is dedicated to stretch our cooperation and
continue as an official partner of the Finland’s Olympic Team.
www.elozo.works
Vuokatti Olympic Training Center, established in 1945, is Finland’s leading training
center for Nordic ski sport. Accredited and lead by Finnish Olympic Committee,
Co-operation with national sport associations, Ministry of Education & Culture.
Specialized in Finnish and international Elite sports and co-operation.
Providing all-year-round training services for XC Ski, Biathlon, Nordic Combined,
Ski jumping equipped with facilities, medical services and world top level Winter
sport laboratory. Coaching of Paralympic winter sports is one of special fields.
China and Vuokatti Sport signed a contract of coaching Winter sport athletes for
Beijing Olympics 2022.
Now Vuokatti Sport Olympic training center is the biggest abroad training base for
Chinese Winter Sport National Teams.
www.vuokattisport.fi
Vepe Oy Peltonen (Vepe), founded in 1934, is an internationally renowned ice
hockey dasher boards solution provider, specializing in the R&D and manufacture
of ice hockey dasher boards protection systems for the players and spectators, with
products and services recommended by the International Ice Hockey Federation
(IIHF). Participated in many famous ice hockey stadium construction projects
around the world, and have delivered more than 2,000 ice hockey dasher boards
protection systems to 26 countries and regions. We have provided the required
safety protection dasher boards for the Ice Hockey World Championships and
International Ice Hockey Challenges for many years, and were the dasher boards
supplier for all ice hockey stadiums of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics and Winter
Paralympics.
www.vepe.fi
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Suomen Tekojää Oy, founded 1997, provides comprehensive solutions for
refrigeration, ventilation and heat pump systems as well as for different kinds of
industrial refrigeration applications. Our concept covers the whole range of
services from designing to manufacturing, installation and maintenance. We sell
our products by ourselves.
Suomen Tekojää Oy is considered one of the major manufacturers of refrigeration
equipment in Finland. With solid experience and high professional skills we
provide refrigeration equipment for both industry and ice sports facilities. In our
systems we mostly use environmentally friendly ammonia and carbon dioxide as
refrigerants. Suomen Tekojää Oy has a 24/7 maintenance service and keeps a
warehouse with thousands of inventory items ensuring quick response in case of
equipment malfunction.
Equipment manufactured by our company is being used in almost 500 venues and
facilities. Including several Olympics ice rinks (Sochi, Bejing Wukesong).
www.suomentekojaa.fi
The EVERSLIDE Plastic Matting System for summer ski jumping was launched in
1984.
Since then, C.E. Lindgren has become the market leader in this business, and more
than half of the matted ski jumps worldwide are covered with EVERSLIDE Plastic
Matting System.
It provides safe and durable solution for both professional ski jumpers and fun
water slide.
www.everslide.com
ICEPRO is an innovative designer, manufacturer and supplier of ice rink
equipment. ICEPRO provides ice hockey arena builders, renovators and managers
with customised ice hockey rinks and ice rink equipment as all-inclusive packages
that are tailored to meet the specific needs of each customer. The most suitable
rink structures, as well as components and equipment that best suit your project,
will be used in design and production.
ICEPRO was established to meet the needs of the market, in order to end the
years of stagnation in the field. There was a clear need for flexible, safe, highquality ice hockey rink structures with a modern, distinctive design. ICEPRO's
innovative products, which exploit state-of-the-art technology through and
through, meet this need.
www.icepro.fi
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